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Michael Collins (Neil Jordan, 1996) and The Wind that Shakes the Barley (Ken 

Loach, 2006) 
 

    
 
   Ken      Neil 

 

At a pivotal moment in Ken Loach’s The Wind that Shakes the Barley, the Black and Tans 

quit town. They do so at dusk, and the sunset just behind a house up the street, up the hill 

down which they’re marching, throws a beautiful crepuscular glow over the event. Irishmen, 

lounging in the pub doorway with their Guinnesses, bid them ironical farewells, and are 

answered – as you’d expect – with “Fuck off, Paddy!” 

 Just as they quit, an anti-treaty IRA man arrives from Dublin to tell the men at the pub to 

prepare for more trouble, because the Four Courts have been just bombarded, and their side 

are sick of the compromise agreement with Churchill, and want the men to arm themselves. 

 The end of the English occupation thus coincides perfectly with the start of the Civil War. 

But the anti-treaty IRA man is thrown into a weird relief by the sunset behind him. Without 

CGI and without any special effect (Ken would never betray us with any such thing), he has a 

halo around his entire person. Does Ken want us to think that God is blessing the anti-treaty 

men – the men who will destroy 192 of Ireland’s finest country houses (including Lady 

Gregory’s Coole Park), in the years which will ensue? 

 
Surely among a rich man’s flowering lawns … 

 

 In an early scene in Michael Collins, Eamonn de Valera sits in his cell at Dublin Castle, 

simultaneously writing and reading aloud a letter to the eponymous hero. Not only do we 

wonder why Alan Rickman’s not doing it as a voice-over; we wonder whether the shaft of 

pale sunlight, beaming through the window and illuminating his table-top, is also there to 

imply God’s blessing on the anti-Treaty men. What we can’t assume is that, like Ken’s effect 

in The Wind …, it’s achieved with natural light only. 

 The Wind … is lower-budget than Michael Collins. It doesn’t recreate the Easter 1916 

attack on the Post Office; it doesn’t do mock-ups of entire Dublin city streets; it doesn’t have 

Julia Roberts singing She Moves through the Fair. But it has budget enough, and manages to 

look one-hundred-percent convincing. Michael Collins has an international cast: but Ken is 

very proud of the fact that every single Irish actor in The Wind … comes from County Cork, 

where it’s set. In Ken’s world, not only can only black men play Othello, but only Cork men 

can play Cork men. Only Danes can play Hamlet. 
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 Both films are good at portraying the bloody closeness, the horrible treacheries, the 

double-agencies and divided loyalties of civil war, especially when it takes the form of urban 

insurgency and guerrilla warfare. Spies, informers, and traitors exist for both sides, against 

both sides, on both sides. No-one can trust anyone: you never really know who you’re talking 

to. In The Wind … there’s the Irish Tommy guarding the prisoners, who can’t bear to have 

their deaths on his conscience, even though he’s indicated, in only the previous scene, his 

willingness to shoot one of them if ordered to: revolted at his own subservience, he unlocks 

their cells and sets them free. In Michael Collins there’s the melancholy face of Stephen Rea, 

employed by the Castle, informing for Collins, and, in the end, hung up, beaten up, and killed. 

“I cannot pretend to understand your politics, but I can appreciate your integrity”, says the 

pastor to de Valera at Lincoln jail, one Christian to another – as de Valera takes a wax 

impression, in an altar-candle, of the key, borrowed from the pastor, which will get him out. 

 Neil Jordan assays one sequence of virtuoso editing, featuring the gunning-down, at 

dawn, of England’s top team of anti-terror men (led by a frozen-eyed Charles Dance). As one 

by one they’re shot – in the bath, shaving, dining, committing adultery, doing press-ups on the 

lawn – he cuts to Liam Neeson and Julia Roberts (she’s Collins’s best friend’s fiancée), in a 

hotel room. It’s derived from the climax to The Godfather – but where there the deaths are cut 

in with a baptism, with the perpetrator of the killings as the child’s godfather, one sacred rite 

juxtaposed with several barbaric rites, here Neeson just lectures Roberts sweetly about the 

ethics of killing (“Give us the future, we’ve had enough of your past”), and nothing happens 

between them to contrast with the mayhem elsewhere in town. You feel cheated: a sensational 

sequence should be sensational: but Collins is the film’s hero, and mustn’t be seen cheat on 

his best friend, so he proses instead. In terms of urban guerrilla warfare he’s up to the neck in 

blood, but as a buddy he’s above suspicion. 

 Ken doesn’t go in for virtuoso sequences: it’d be like using CGI, or artificial light. 

Instead, he and his writer, Paul Laverty, gives us long-term ironies. The farmhouse twice 

attacked by the Black and Tans is, in the last part of the film, attacked by Irish Free State 

troops. One brother (the plot’s a Cain and Abel re-run) shoots a traitor: the traitor’s mother 

says she never wants to see him again. The Civil War divides the brothers, and one has to 

preside at the firing-squad of the other – the one who, earlier, had shot the traitor. The 

executioner-brother takes the news to his sister-in-law: she flies at him, and tells him she 

never wants to see him again. 

 Neil Jordan’s dialogue is self-conscious and Oirish: “What’re you doin’ here, Mick?” – 

“Sure, and haven’t I a civil war to run?” Ken seems (unlike Terrence Malick), to be able to 

get his actors improvising with great conviction, and (again unlike Terrence Malick), to make 

them speak clearly while doing so. He stages (he’d hate the word) political arguments like no-

one else … what am I saying? No-one else apart from Ken makes films about characters who 

are politically articulate at all. It’s not cool. It’s not Blairite. We get nervous about it. Politics 

was boring at school, in so far as there ever was any, and it’s boring now. We live in a culture 

of shopping, fucking, and watching paint dry on television. Politics is somewhere else. In 

such a culture, Ken’s films stand out like red flags in Oxford Street: hammers-and-sickles in 

Tesco’s. Our sense that it’s a bit of wishful thinking that makes him and Laverty depict all the 

anti-treaty IRA characters as left-wing socialists is mitigated by our gratitude at this thought. 
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The Irish people may have endorsed the treaty overwhelmingly in the 1922 election, but if 

they’d had any Ken Loach movies to watch back then, they’d have done different. 

 

    
 

 Liam Neeson resembles Michael Collins no more than he resembled Oskar Schindler. His 

face is too irregular, too mountainous, his manner insufficiently smooth, for either role. He’s 

rough and rugged, never polished – and you can see from all the photos that Collins was the 

smoothest man in Dublin, as bland and self-aware as he was murderous and efficient. 

 As the plot of Michael Collins develops, we see where Laverty and Ken got their idea 

from: not only do Collins and the machiavellian de Valera split up over the Treaty, but so do 

Collins and his best buddy (Aidan Quinn). Divided over the beautiful but uninteresting Julia 

Roberts, they divide further over where Ireland should go next. That’s three characters, and 

two splits: there’s no focus. Why not just make them brothers, give just one of them the girl, 

and concentrate on the politics, not the sex? It’s sensible, and it works. Jordan wants us to 

grieve as much for Julia Roberts as we do for Collins (who “died to finally remove [sic] the 

gun from Irish politics”): when Collins is shot (by Jonathan Rhys Meyers), he does another 

cut, from the body to Julia Roberts, trying on her wedding-dress and having a premonition. 

But because she’s so dull, we don’t care, and as with the virtuoso cutting sequence earlier, a 

climax is ruined. By contrast, when Ken does the killing of brother by brother, and the wife’s 

reaction, he doesn’t show off with intercutting, but keeps to the chronological sequence, and 

we’re moved. 


